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- **A message from the EALRGA Newsletter editor** by Ayako Hatta
- **How Sir Edmund Backhouse’s infamous China memoirs came to Canberra** by Andrew Gosling

Reports

- **A report on visits to major Chinese research collections in the United Kingdom, Paris and Singapore, August – September, 2014** by Bick-har Yeung

Library news

- **A New Information Centre at UTS: China Library** by Wei Cai
- **New electronic resources at Menzies Library at the Australian National University** by Friederike Schimmelpfennig
- **Historical Chinese-Australian newspapers now available through Trove** by Alex Philp
- **South Asia Archive** by Amy Chan
- **Reopening of The Japan Foundation, Sydney** by Hirofumi Yada
- **News from the Asian Studies Research Collection, Monash University** by Aline Scott-Maxwell

**Upcoming conferences** compiled by Ayako Hatta